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CHAPTER 11

11-000 Audit Of Contractor Compliance With Contract Financial
Management Requirements
11-001 Scope of Chapter
This chapter provides guidance that is peculiar or special to the accomplishment of the
audit of contractor compliance with contract financial management requirements. To the
extent appropriate under the circumstances, Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 of this manual are
equally applicable to the audit assignments discussed in this chapter.

11-100 Section 1 --- Audit of Contractor Compliance with "Limitation of Cost,"
"Limitation of Funds," and "Limitation on Payments" Clauses
11-101 Introduction
This section provides guidance for auditing contractual limitations on costs, funds, and
payments.
11-102 General
Contract limitation of cost clauses (FAR 52.232-20 and 21) and limitation of funds
clause (FAR 52.232-22) contain financial reporting requirements for cost-type contracts.
The contract limitation on payments clauses (FAR 52.216-5, 6, 16, and 17) contain finan
cial reporting requirements for contracts with price redetermination provisions and fixedprice incentive contracts. The limitation of cost and funds clauses in cost-type contracts
require the contractor to advise the contracting officer in writing whenever the contractor
has reason to believe that costs expected to be incurred under the contract in the next 60
days (may vary between 30 and 90 days) when added to all costs previously incurred, will
exceed 75 percent (may vary between 75 and 85 percent) of the estimated total contract
costs or funds allotted to the contract, respectively. The limitation of cost clause also re
quires the contractor to notify the contracting officer when there are indications that the
total cost for the performance of a contract will be substantially greater or less than the
estimated total contract cost. Under FAR 52.232-20, 52.232-21, and 52.232-22, the Gov
ernment is not obligated to reimburse the contractor for costs incurred in excess of cost or
funding limitations. Similarly, the contractor is not obligated to continue performance
under the contract or otherwise incur costs in excess of the limitation or, if the contract is
cost sharing, the amount then allotted by the Government to the contract plus the contrac
tor’s corresponding share. However, if the Government notifies the contractor in writing
that the amount allotted to the contract has been increased and specifies the amount, the
Government is then obligated to the total revised amount allotted to the contract. The limi
tation on payments clause in contracts with price redetermination provisions and fixedprice incentive contracts requires the contractor to report to the contracting officer the
costs in relation to billing prices on items for which final prices have not been established.
The objective of Limitation on Payments Statement quarterly submissions is to keep bill
ing rates during contract performance in line with expected final prices; indicated over-
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payments can be recouped and excessive billing rates adjusted on a timely basis. This is a
minimum requirement. The contract or the procuring agency may require additional re
porting, or the contractor may prepare other internal reports in addition to those required
by the Government.
11-103 Scope of Audit
Knowing the management tools available to a contractor in controlling, projecting
and monitoring contract costs is of utmost importance. Obtaining this knowledge is an
integral part of system audits aimed at determining the adequacy of contractor financial
management systems. It is important for the auditor to ascertain that the contractor has
the financial management tools necessary to adequately identify potential contract overruns
or underruns. The auditor should promptly notify the contractor and the ACO of any
deficiencies. In evaluating the contractor's financial management policies and procedures,
the auditor should ascertain:
a. The nature and adequacy of controls which govern the establishment of budgets; the
procedures for accumulating incurred costs by budget element; the actual cost compared to
budgeted costs; the means provided for comparing incurred costs to the percentage of con
tract completion; and development of estimates to complete (ETC).
b. Whether the contractor's organization effectively utilizes its financial management
tools to promptly report potential cost overruns and underruns to contractor management and
subsequently to the Government.
c. The methods by which the overall contract financial controls relate to the day-to-day
supervisory controls maintained at the operational level.
11-104 Audit Procedures
The audit procedures suggested in this section are not intended to be all-inclusive; the
auditor, after considering these guidelines, must develop an audit program based on individ
ual circumstances. At the beginning of the audit the auditor should coordinate with the cog
nizant contracting officer as discussed in 4-104.
11-104.1 Determination of Reporting Requirements
When appropriate, the auditor should:
a. Determine, from contract briefing files or other available sources, those contracts
which require limitation of cost reports, limitation of funds reports, or limitation on pay
ments statements.
b. Ascertain whether the contractor is required to meet additional reporting requirements
not specifically required by the contract.
c. Ascertain whether internal reports, in addition to those required by the contract, are
prepared to increase internal financial management controls. If so, they should be com
pared with the reports submitted under the contract to determine whether significant dif
ferences exist.
d. Compare the reporting requirements among various contracts and determine whether
there is duplication in the reports required and in the information assembled. The auditor
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should consider the possibility of the contractor using reports required by one military
department, command, or Service to satisfy the needs of all contracting officers.
11-104.2 Evaluation of Reporting Controls
When appropriate, the auditor should:
a. Evaluate the contractor's procedures applicable to the budgetary controls of individ
ual contracts and compare the estimated cost of individual tasks and departments in the
cost estimate with the budgeted funds.
b. Ascertain and evaluate for each division (or plant) the internal procedures for con
trolling the financial status of Government contracts and determine the source of the
reported incurred costs and the basis for ETC. The auditor also should determine the
extent and frequency of supervisory reviews of the status reports and whether explana
tions are required when there are significant deviations from the budget.
c. Ascertain and evaluate the manner in which revised ETC, in terms of engineering
and production manhours, relate to the production control schedules and engineering man
power schedules at specific work centers.
d. Evaluate the documentation flow of the financial status reports from the various
sources to the finance manager responsible for preparing the overall financial report for
the assigned project.
e. Evaluate the controls exercised by the finance manager, including:
(1) the manner in which the source data are reviewed for reliability,
(2) the basis for changes to the source data, and
(3) a determination of the extent to which requests for explanations from operations
responsible for the source data are made relative to causes of potential cost overruns or
underruns.
11-104.3 Audit Objectives
The audit objectives are:
(1) to determine whether the contractor has complied with the reporting require
ments contained in the contract clause and
(2) whether the financial data contained in the contractor's reports and statements
are reasonable and consistent with the data presented in other required Government re
ports and/or claims.
11-104.4 Audit Guidelines
The audit guidelines which are applicable to the minimum reporting requirements in
11-102 are as follows:
a. Ascertain whether the contractor is submitting reports required by its contracts.
Compare these reports with the contractor's internal financial reports for consistency.
b. Evaluate limitation of cost reports. The limitation of cost clause requires the contrac
tor to provide the contracting officer advance notice whenever the total cost incurred on
the contract will exceed a specified percentage of, or will be greater or substantially less
than, the estimated cost specified in the contract. The contractor must submit a revised
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estimate of the total cost of performing the contract as part of the notification. Limitation
of cost reports should be evaluated using the following guidance:
(1) Evaluate the contractor's revised EAC using the guidance in 14-205f.
(2) Ascertain whether the limitation of cost reports in successive periods reflect
significant cost underruns or overruns.
(3) Ascertain whether the contracting officer has obtained contractor explanations
for overruns when continuous overruns have occurred over an extended period.
(4) When continuous underruns are projected over an extended period, and when the
overall estimated contract price has not been reduced, the auditor should ask the contracting
officer why.
(5) When individual contracts indicate continuous significant cost overruns or un
derruns, the auditor should evaluate this condition in relation to the price established at the
time of award. If it is determined that consistent overruns or underruns resulted from defec
tive initial pricing, the contracting officer should be so advised.
c. Evaluate limitation of funds reports. The limitation of funds clause requires the con
tractor to provide the contracting officer advance notice whenever the total cost incurred on
the contract will exceed a specified percentage of the funds currently allotted or, for cost
sharing contracts, this amount plus the contractor's corresponding share. This notice must
include an estimate of the amount of additional funds required to continue performance for
the period specified in the contract. Limitation of funds reports should be evaluated using the
guidance in 11-104.4b above.
d. Evaluate limitation on payments statements. Limitation on payments (LOP)
statements must be submitted quarterly, in accordance with the provisions of FAR
52.216-5, 6, 16, or 17. The primary objectives of LOP statements are to provide for
recoupment of overpayments and to indicate a need for a reduction in billing prices.
These conditions become apparent when the contractor is underrunning targets used to
establish billing prices. Overruns are indicated when estimated final prices exceed in
voice amounts. This indicates possible need for increased billing prices and/or revision
of liquidation rates. The general objective is to keep billing prices in line with expected
final prices during contract performance. Progress payments and LOP statements should
be evaluated at the same time. Even though a request for audit may specify a particular
document, auditors should try to identify both submissions with comparable cutoff dates
for direct comparison and reconciliation. Evaluate LOP statements and reconcile them
to progress payment requests using the following guidance:
(1) The auditor should determine that costs related to delivered items are the same as
the amounts excluded from costs shown as a basis for unliquidated progress payments (Item
20a of the progress payment request).
(2) The price of items invoiced should be the same as Item 21a on the progress
payment request when both submissions have the same cutoff date.
(3) The EACs used to prepare LOP statements and progress payment requests
should be the same. The most current estimates should always be used. EACs should be
evaluated using the guidance in CAM 14-205e.
(4) The auditor should assure the comparability of contract items used in computa
tions required by the various subsections of the Limitation of Payments Statement. In all
instances, cost data should relate to supplies and services delivered and accepted.
(5) The auditor should determine the methods used by the contractor to identify actual
costs of delivered and invoiced items. Understatement of this amount usually results in an
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overpayment of progress payments by overstating the costs eligible for progress payments
applicable to undelivered and uninvoiced items.
(6) The auditor should ascertain whether the contractor makes prompt refunds or
adjustments when cost underruns are indicated in the performance of fixed-price redeter
minable contracts.
11-104.5 CAS Compliance
The auditor should determine if reporting practices comply with CAS 401,
"Consistency in Estimating, Accumulating, and Reporting" (See Chapter 8).
11-105 Reports
Reports will be furnished in response to specific requests for evaluations in this area.
Audit reports will be prepared in accordance with 10-1200. When there is reason to rec
ommend correction of a substantial deficiency, a special report will promptly be initiated
by the auditor even if there is no request from a contracting officer. Other deficiencies
may be included in periodic reports on the overall system of accounting and internal con
trol.
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11-200 Section 2 --- Audit of Contractor Compliance with Earned Value
Management System (EVMS) Guidelines
11-201 Introduction
a. This section provides guidance for auditing contractor management systems on
selected contracts. The mandatory guidelines that must be met by the contractor are
prescribed in DoDI 5000.02, Operation of the Defense Acquisition System, and DFARS
234.2, 252.234-7001 and 252.234-7002, Earned Value Management System (EVMS).
As stated in DFARS 252.234-7002(b) System Criteria, the contractor shall use:
(1) An Earned Value Management System that complies with the EVMS guide
lines in the American National Standards Institute/Electronic Industries Alliance Stand
ard 748, EVMS (ANSI/EIA-748); and
(2) Management procedures that provide for generation of timely, reliable and
verifiable information for the Contract Performance Report (CPR) and the Integrated
Master Schedule (IMS) required by CPR and IMS data items of the contract.
b. In December 1996, the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology and
Logistics) (USD(AT&L)) accepted industry guidelines for Earned Value Management
(EVM) replacing the DoD Cost/Schedule Control System Criteria (C/SCSC). The
guidelines represent the framework for an integrated management system that provides
for:
(1) planning the timely performance of work,
(2) budgeting resources,
(3) accounting for costs and measuring actual performance against plans, and
(4) replanning resources needed to complete the contract when significant devia
tions from plans are identified.
A contractor's management system must meet 32 guidelines organized into the fol
lowing five major categories: Organization; Planning, Scheduling and Budgeting;
Accounting Considerations; Analysis and Management Reports; and Revisions and
Data Maintenance. Detailed uniform guidance for implementing the guidelines and
conducting systems audits is provided in the Earned Value Management Implementa
tion Guide (EVMIG). The EVMIG may be accessed through the DCAA Intranet under
Audit Tools, EVMS.
c. Effective April 6, 2005, DoDI 5000.02 required EVM compliance on cost or in
centive contracts, subcontracts, or work agreements valued at or greater than $20 mil
lion. Cost or incentive contracts, subcontracts, or work agreements valued at or greater
than $50 million require compliance with the EVM guidelines and an earned value
management system that has been formally validated and accepted by the cognizant
contracting officer. Application of EVM on cost or incentive contracts valued at less
than $20 million is left to the discretion of the program manager based on cost–benefit
analysis. Application of EVM on firm-fixed price contracts requires a waiver from the
Milestone Decision Authority based on a business case analysis. For contracts awarded
prior to April 6, 2005, the previous DoDI (5000.2) was in effect; therefore, the auditor
must refer to the specific terms of the contract to determine which EVM requirements
are applicable to the contract.
d. General responsibilities of the auditor during EVMS implementation and surveil
lance are delineated in the EVMIG, which supplements and elaborates on the provisions
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of DoDI 5000.02. Auditors should support DCMA EVMS reviews by performing an inde
pendent EVMS audit in accordance with the DCAA approved audit programs, considering
risks identified by DCMA. Auditors should participate in EVMS reviews when (1) the
contracting officer requests the audit services, (2) the audit covers a “management ap
proved” EVM system, (3) the EVM system contains sufficient data for testing; (4) the
auditor sets the scope of audit, and (5) an audit report is issued covering all significant
findings. Auditors are not considered part of a review team where the contractor repre
sentatives may also be participating. However, auditors should attend the entrance confer
ence and other conferences, and attend and/or conduct cost account manager interviews.
Auditors should also participate in exit conferences to communicate the audit results, and
gain an understanding of the deficiencies identified by DCMA.
e. The Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) is the DoD Executive Agent
responsible for the implementation of EVM on DoD contracts. DoD components are
required to implement earned value effectively and notify DCMA of their EVMS focal
point.
f. Since DoD’s C/SCSC are considered to be equivalent to EVMS guidelines, con
tractors’ previously approved cost/schedule control systems are considered to be ac
ceptable under the EVMS guidelines. Accordingly, contractors with acceptable
cost/schedule control systems under C/SCSC are not required to demonstrate that their
management systems meet the EVMS guidelines, and are not subject to the initial com
pliance audit procedures outlined in 11-202.2.
11-202 EVM Integrated Baseline Reviews, Initial Compliance Audits, and Post
Acceptance Audits for Cause
11-202.1 Integrated Baseline Reviews
The Integrated Baseline Review (IBR) is a joint assessment conducted by the Govern
ment and the contractor following contract award to verify the technical content of the
Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) and the accuracy of the related resources
(budgets) and schedules. The IBR will be conducted within six months of contract award.
An IBR will also be conducted when work on a production option of a development con
tract begins or, at the discretion of the program manager, when a major modification to an
existing contract significantly changes the existing PMB. The IBR is a streamlined ap
proach to assessing the PMB on new contracts. The IBR is conducted under the assump
tion that the contractor is using an accepted EVMS internally for program management,
and that there is a thorough and effective Government surveillance program ongoing at the
contractor’s facility. Therefore, this audit is not as comprehensive as the initial compliance
and post-acceptance audits of the contractors’ EVMS. Accordingly, audit assistance will
not usually be requested. However, when any part of the system is not clearly understood,
the assistance of the auditor may be desired. If the assistance of the auditor is needed, the
program manager will notify the cognizant FAO as soon as possible. The auditor will be
responsive to the program manager for evaluation of those accounting and/or financial
aspects of the contractor's system.
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11-202.2 Initial Compliance Audits
a. DFARS 252.234-7002, Earned Value Management System, requires the contractor
to be prepared to demonstrate that its management system complies with the EVMS
guidelines. The initial compliance audit is conducted by a DoD compliance review team
whose leader is appointed by the DCMA EVM Center. The team generally includes a
DCAA auditor; however, see 11-201d regarding DCAA participation on an EVM review
team. The DCAA auditor will generally conduct an independent review of selected guide
lines and cost performance reports. The DCMA team lead should advise the auditor of the
estimated start date and furnish the auditor with relevant EVMS information pertaining to
the contractors system as soon as it is available. A contractor’s EVMS that has been ac
cepted for application to another contract of the same type (e.g., development or produc
tion), at the same facility, will not be required to undergo an initial compliance audit.
b. The DCMA compliance review team will make an initial visit to the contractor’s
facility to provide an early dialogue between the review team and the contractor on the
compliance review process, set review expectations and identify areas of noncompliance
and potential problems with the contractor’s EVMS processes and procedures. This initial
review of the system includes a contractor demonstration (walk-through) of the design and
operation of their system, and an explanation of applicable reports. Even as early as the
initial visit, if DCMA identifies non-compliance with contractor’s EVMS they will be
documented and will require action on the part of the contractor. Any noted deficiencies
are documented in a DCMA Discrepancy Report and issued to the contractor via a Correc
tive Action Request (CAR) for correction by the contractor via a Corrective Action Plan
(CAP). At the end of the initial visit, the team develops a schedule for the compliance
review process which includes the contractor’s self assessment and DCMA’s Readiness
Assessment. DCAA should attend the initial visit. The system demonstration and the de
velopment of the compliance review schedule will assist in preparing for DCAA’s audit at
the readiness assessment phase.
c. The contractor is required to conduct a self assessment of its EVMS system. This
self assessment provides the contractor the opportunity to assess its EVMS compliance to
the ANSI/EIA 748 EVMS Guidelines, and to determine its readiness for demonstrating a
fully integrated and compliant system to the Government team. In parallel to the contrac
tor’s self assessment, DCMA requests a contractor data call and independently reviews the
contractor’s data during the DCMA Readiness Assessment phase of the compliance re
view process.
d. The review team (DCMA and DCAA) will conduct an independent examination of
the contractor records and information to ascertain compliance with the EVMS guidelines
and document its findings. Prior to the Readiness Assessment, DCMA will request DCAA
audit assistance. DCAA’s EVMS initial audit should begin as soon as practicable follow
ing the receipt of the DCMA request. Any noted deficiencies identified in the Readiness
Assessment will be documented in a DCMA CAR which will result in a contractor re
quired CAP. The CAP will include the results from the DCAA audit report.
e. After the Readiness Assessment review and verification of the completed CAP, the
review team will conduct the validation review to determine compliance with the
ANSI/EIA-748 EVMS Guidelines. During the validation review, the contractor will pro
vide an overview briefing to familiarize the team with the proposed EVMS and identify
any changes to the EVMS since the Readiness Assessment. If necessary, the team will
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evaluate any changes to the baseline since the Readiness Assessment. The team will eval
uate, on a sampling basis, performance measurement data to verify the adequacy of the
contractor’s controls and accuracy of management reporting information. The team may
conduct interviews of selected contractor personnel to verify that the EVMS is fully im
plemented and being used in the management of the contract. A compliance review report
will be issued by DCMA 45 days after completion of the review which will include the
results from the DCAA audit report. At this point in the process, DCAA’s audit report
may be a follow-up audit based on conditions identified in the readiness assessment phase,
an initial audit report if not involved in the readiness assessment phase, or not required
because the DCAA report at the readiness assessment phase determined the contractor was
compliant with the guidelines under DCAA cognizance.
f. After the successful completion of an initial compliance audit, an advance agreement
between the Government and the contractor is executed, which specifies the contractor
will maintain and use the accepted EVMS as an integral management process on current,
as well as, future contracts. The agreement should be incorporated into each contract re
quiring the application of the EVMS guidelines. The agreement is signed by the ACO and
a contractor representative at a commensurate level, e.g., the division manager may sign
the agreement when the EVMS is used throughout the corporation’s division. In addition,
a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) may be executed between the Program Manage
ment Office (PMO) and the Contract Management Office (CMO). The MOA identifies
key Government EVMS individuals and establishes the working relationships between the
PMO and CMO. Auditors should not sign advance agreements or MOAs. The auditing
standard of independence precludes DCAA from entering into most agreements. If the
CMO insists on the FAO entering into an advance agreement or MOA, the FAO should
send the proposed agreement or MOA and background material through the regional of
fice to Headquarters, ATTN: PPS, for coordination before executing the agreement or
MOA.
11-202.3 Post Acceptance Audits for Cause
After the initial acceptance of a contractor’s EVMS, no further audits for system ac
ceptance will be conducted unless there is a specific need determined by the Government.
A post acceptance audit may occur when conditions warrant, e.g., solving a major system
application problem identified by the program manager or a surveillance monitor. The
scope and conduct of the audit will focus on the system processes affected by the problem.
The audit will be scheduled based on written Government notification to the contractor.
The review team director will be selected by the CMO EVMS monitor and the review
team will be composed of the appropriate EVMS Government surveillance personnel
needed to address the identified problem. DCMA will request a DCAA audit when the
conditions identified relate to aspects of DFARS 252.234-7002 under DCAA’s cogni
zance. The review is similar to an initial compliance audit, and the EVMIG should be used
when compliance with specific guidelines is required. The review director will issue a
report within 45 days after completion of the review; which will include the results from
the DCAA audit report.
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11-202.4 Auditor Participation in Integrated Baseline Reviews, Initial Compliance
Audits, and Post Acceptance Audits for Cause
Upon receipt of a specific request, the FAO will assign an auditor to be a member of
the IBR, initial compliance audit, or post acceptance audit for cause team. Auditors as
signed to these teams should be familiar with the EVMIG and have appropriate training in
EVMS guidelines. Prior to the audit, auditors should become thoroughly familiar with the
contractor's EVMS by reviewing the contractor's system description and analyzing cost
management reports for the contract under audit, if applicable.
11-202.5 Audit Objectives
The auditor's primary objective is to audit the accounting system and related financial
data to determine whether the management control system complies with the EVMS
guidelines assigned and is being implemented on the contracts with EVM requirements.
Auditors should perform the majority of the field work in advance of the DCMA review
team visit in order to provide the management approved draft statement of conditions and
recommendations or final audit report to the DCMA review chief by the end of the review
team visit. As members of an EVMS guidelines review team, auditors should participate
in meetings and cost account/functional manager interviews during the DCMA review
team on-site visit.
The auditor’s responsibilities include:
(1) reviewing the contractor’s policy and procedures for compliance with certain
aspects of EVMS guidelines and contractor provisions, and
(2) reviewing selected cost performance reports to determine the data contained in
the reports is timely, reliable and verifiable information to the contractor’s books and rec
ords.
11-202.6 Scope of Audit
a. The DCAA audit team is responsible for the preparation and execution of a detailed
audit program for select EVMS guidelines and the accuracy of the contract performance
reports. The selected guidelines are based on requests, as well as agreements DCAA has
with various agencies, for example, the DCAA/DCMA Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) established in June 2011. Auditors should also assess whether deficiencies dis
closed in audits of forward pricing rates or business system reports on are likely to affect
the contractor's EVMS. If the contractor has other contracts requiring an approved EVMS,
the auditor should also determine if deficiencies being reported in EVMS surveillance
reports (11-203) have an impact on the contract under audit.
b. The auditor is responsible for advising the DCMA review chief, on the areas audit
ed, whether the management system meets the requirements of the EVMS guidelines.
Unresolved disagreements between the auditor and DCMA review chief should be re
ferred to the regional office and, when necessary, to DCAA Headquarters, ATTN: PPS.
c. If the auditor becomes aware of significant accounting or financial aspects of the
contractor's EVMS that have not been reviewed during the IBR, initial compliance audit,
or post acceptance audit for cause, thereby resulting in an incomplete review of the sys
tem, the circumstances should be immediately brought to the attention of the team chief
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and documented in the DCAA files. Comments on these matters should also be included
in the audit report together with statements regarding their expected impact on the system
and related reporting of contract performance.
d. An EVMS is intended for contractor use in managing contracts and for Government
use in monitoring contract performance. Application of the provisions of DoDI 5000.02
should not result in the development or use of two systems, one for the contractor's inter
nal use and the second merely to satisfy the intent of the guidelines. Evidence of intended
or actual parallel operation should be fully evaluated and the results discussed with other
members of the EVMS guidelines review team.
e. Unrestricted access to all data affecting contract costs, both direct and indirect, in
cluding budgets and operating forecasts, is necessary to properly audit an EVMS. If the
contractor refuses access to required data, the auditor will advise the DCMA review chief
and the CMO EVMS monitor and enlist their aid in obtaining the information (1-504.5).
11-202.7 Audit Planning and Risk Assessment
Audit planning will include a contractor system demonstration and walk-through by
the applicable contractor personnel of the various processes that ensure compliance with
the DFARS EVMS system criteria. The contractor demonstration, which is performed
during the risk assessment, is an essential element for obtaining and documenting the un
derstanding of the relevant internal controls. Audit planning is discussed in detail in CAM
3-000.
11-202.8 Audit Procedures
a. Select those tests and other auditing procedures that are necessary to adequately
complete the work assigned. These procedures will include tests to verify that the man
agement control system meets the guidelines for the areas assigned. Make maximum use
of permanent file information and knowledge of audit staff to avoid duplication of effort.
However, auditors should conduct sufficient tests of the assigned guidelines during each
EVMS guidelines review to confirm that the management control system has in fact been
implemented on the contract being audited.
b. In evaluating whether a contractor's management control system complies with the
guidelines, the auditor should conduct audit procedures similar to those performed during
surveillance of the EVMS guidelines (11-203.3). Guidelines which DCAA is commonly
asked to evaluate include: Planning, Scheduling and Budgeting Guideline 13; all of the
Accounting Considerations Guidelines (16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21); and Revisions and
Data Maintenance Guideline 30. See Part II of the EVM Intent Guide for a narrative de
scription of each EVMS guideline which identifies the intent of the guideline and typical
system attributes for compliance with the guideline. The team members should use the
EVM Intent Guide, as necessary in the examination of contractor management control
systems to ensure compliance with the guidelines. The EVM Intent Guide includes a re
statement of guidelines, followed by the related system characteristics expected to be part
of an acceptable EVMS. Auditors will need to perform specific audit steps to verify that
the expected system characteristics are present in the contractor’s EVMS.
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11-202.9 Reporting Results of Audit
a. The compliance audit report should be prepared in accordance with 10-1200 and
provide clear statements of the scope of the audit and any deficiencies noted, together with
recommendations for their correction. Auditors should provide general coordination on the
status of audits but should not share draft audit results until the working papers are com
plete and the results of audit have been reviewed by DCAA management. The FAO will
retain the detailed working papers covering DCAA's part of the audit. Working papers
supporting the auditor's conclusions regarding compliance or significant deficiencies with
specific guidelines will be documented in all instances and will include a record of the
conclusions which have been furnished to the DCMA review chief. Reported deficiencies
should be identified to specific guidelines or the contractor's system description whenever
possible. The auditor's report should be formally issued prior to the EVMS guidelines
review team exit conference with the contractor. However, if the final report is not ready
to be issued, the review team should already have the management approved draft state
ment of conditions and recommendations that they received when the draft results were
provided to the contractor for comments.
b. Provide Headquarters, ATTN: PPS, with a copy of each report which meets any of
the following criteria:
(1) Discloses significant discrepancies in a contractor's EVMS.
(2) Discloses significant restrictions on the audit caused by a denial of access to
records.
11-203 EVM Surveillance Audits
a. After government acceptance of the contractor's management control system, sur
veillance by the Contract Management Office (CMO) and DCAA is performed to ensure
that the contractor's system continues to comply with the EVMS guidelines and produces
valid and timely data. Surveillance is also performed to ensure that any proposed or actual
changes to the EVMS comply with the guidelines and are reflected in the contractor's sys
tem description. Surveillance includes review of continued compliance with the EVM
guidelines, as well as, verifying, tracing, and evaluating the information contained in the
reports submitted to DoD procuring components. In the event deficiencies are disclosed,
or if there is an indication of an adverse effect on contract performance because of such
deficiencies, discuss the deficiencies with the contractor and notify the CMO EVMS mon
itor.
b. Surveillance is required for all contract efforts that require the implementation of
EVM compliance with ANSI/EIA-748, regardless of whether a formal system validation
is required. Part II, Section 2.3.3.6 of the EVMIG provides that surveillance on nonvalidated EVM systems (i.e. for contracts valued at or greater than $20 million or more
but less than $50 million) is conducted in the same manner as for validated systems. Basic
auditor responsibilities during surveillance audits are summarized in Part II, Section
2.3.3.3.5 of the EVMIG. The auditor’s responsibilities include:
(1) reviewing the contractor’s policy and procedures for compliance with selected
EVMS guidelines and contractor provisions , and
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(2) reviewing selected cost performance reports to determine if the reports contain
timely, reliable and verifiable information, and that they tie to the contractor’s books and
records.
11-203.1 EVM Subcontractor Surveillance Responsibility
It is the prime contractor's responsibility to accept and maintain surveillance of subcon
tractor EVMS. However, there are unique situations when a subcontractor EVMS will be
accepted and/or surveillance will be performed by a DoD component rather than a prime
contractor. This may occur when:
a. the subcontractor, for competitive reasons, refuses the prime contractor access to its
books and records;
b. the subcontractor is performing multiple contracts containing EVMS reporting re
quirements under more than one prime contractor; or
c. the subcontractor may be functioning as a prime contractor on an accepted EVMS.

11-203.2 Audit Objectives
The objectives of the system surveillance audit are to ensure that the contractor's man
agement control system continues to provide valid and timely management information
and continues to comply with the selected EVMS guidelines as prescribed by DFARS
252.234-7002. Reconciliations of the external cost management reports (Contract Perfor
mance Report (CPR) and Contract Funds Status Report (CFSR)) are to ensure the costs
recorded in the accounting system properly flow into the EVM system.
The cost management reports typically generated by a contractor’s EVMS include:
a. Contract Performance Report (CPR)
The objective of the CPR (DD Form 2734) is to provide data to Government system
managers that may be used by them to:
(1) evaluate contract performance,
(2) identify actual and potential problem areas having significant cost impact, and
(3) respond to requests for program status information on major weapon/support
system acquisitions.
To permit this type of management control, the CPR requires, among other things:
 information on cost and schedule performance by work breakdown structure and
functional cost categories,
 actual manpower utilization versus the budgeted plan, and
 narrative comments explaining major cost and schedule variances, as well as an
identification of significant problems and action contemplated for their resolution.
The CPR is submitted monthly unless otherwise provided for in the contract.
b. Contract Funds Status Report (CFSR)
The objective of the CFSR (DD Form 1586) is to provide information about contract fund
ing requirements for specifically designated programs to assist the system manager in:
(1) updating and forecasting contract fund requirements,
(2) planning and decision making on changes in the fund requirements,
(3) developing fund requirements and budget estimates in support of approved pro
grams, and
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(4) determining funds in excess of contract needs and available for deobligation.
The CFSR is normally prepared quarterly and submitted within 25 calendar days after the
cut-off date or the number of days specified in the contract. Under unusual circumstances
monthly reporting may be required.
11-203.3 Audit Planning and Risk Assessment
Audit planning will include a contractor system demonstration and walk-through by
the applicable contractor personnel of the various processes that ensure compliance with
the DFARS EVMS system criteria. The contractor demonstration, which is performed
during the risk assessment, is an essential element for obtaining and documenting the un
derstanding of the relevant internal controls. Audit planning is discussed in detail in CAM
3-000.
11-203.4 Scope of Audit – Standard Surveillance
a. System surveillance may consist of either a detailed evaluation, encompassing all of
the EVM guidelines assigned to DCAA, or may be limited to the guidelines related to the
specific risk factor identified.
b. In evaluating the compliance with the EVM guidelines, the auditor should consider
the system characteristics related to the guidelines, as contained in the EVM Intent Guide.
c. The auditor should consider the testing performed in related business system audits
when determining the testing required in the system surveillance audit. The testing per
formed in the related internal control audits should be used, to the extent possible, in de
termining the contractor’s continued compliance with the EVM guidelines under review.
d. If the contractor’s system has changed since the last surveillance audit, the auditor
should evaluate the changed policies and procedures for continued compliance with the
EVM guidelines under review.
e. For all system surveillance audits, the auditor should select a sample of contracts to
test to ensure the contractor has followed through with the implementation of the guide
lines on contracts.
f. A universe of contracts containing EVM requirements (DFARS 252.234-7002)
should be developed based on:
(1) data obtained from the contractor,
(2) data obtained from the CMO/ACO,
(3) briefing contract provisions, specifically the Contract Data Requirements List
(CDRL), DD Form 1423, or
(4) a combination of the data sources.
g. The auditor should coordinate with the ACO to identify any sensitive, high risk, or
high visibility contracts.
h. The sample of contracts should reflect high-risk or sensitive contracts, including
contracts where problems were identified in prior year testing. The auditor should deter
mine the extent of testing of report data and select the specific reports to be tested under
the selected contracts based on the results of the audit risk assessment.
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11-203.5 Reporting Results of Audit
a. The surveillance audit report should be prepared in accordance with 10-1200 and
provide clear statements of the scope of the audit and any deficiencies noted, together with
recommendations for their correction. Comments should also be provided regarding the
results of discussions with the contractor's representative on significant deficien
cies/weaknesses disclosed. To ensure that all pertinent data have been considered, the
audit findings and recommendations will be discussed with the CMO EVMS monitor prior
to issuance of the report. To accomplish this, auditors will meet with the CMO EVMS
monitor to discuss the results of the audit and should provide draft statement of conditions
and recommendations to the CMO EVMS monitor when the draft results are provided to
the contractor for comments. Systemic EVMS significant deficiencies/weaknesses should
be highlighted in the report. The report should be issued in a timely manner to ensure re
port recommendations may be acted on appropriately. The report should be addressed to
the principal cognizant ACO. A copy of the report will be provided directly to the CMO
EVMS monitor, the affected program office(s), and the FLA(s) where applicable. A copy
of each report meeting any of the criteria stated in 11-202.8.b above will also be provided
to Headquarters, ATTN: PPS.
b. When applicable, surveillance reports should include a reference to reports issued on
the results of system audits (see 10-408.2f) that had an impact on or were affected by the
EVMS.
c. Significant deficiencies/weaknesses being reported in surveillance reports should
also be reported in audit reports in an appendix on Other Matters on proposals expected to
result in contracts covered by DFARS clause 252.234-7002, Earned Value Management
Systems.
d. When significant deficiencies/weaknesses are disclosed while performing audits of
related business systems or forward pricing rates, the auditor will assess whether the defi
ciencies are likely to have a material effect on the reliability of the contractor's EVMS and
provide comments in the related report on the system or forward pricing rates. The auditor
should immediately evaluate the impact of these deficiencies on the contractor's EVMS
data for specific contracts and, where material, provide the details in a Business System
Deficiency Report (10-1200).
e. Continued availability of information supporting earned values, incurred costs, and
estimates to complete is necessary to perform proper surveillance of EVMS. In the event
access to required contractor data is withheld or unduly restricted, follow the procedures in
1-504. When denial is continued, each surveillance report should include appropriate mod
ification of the scope and opinion statements, with identification of the data being denied
and its relationship to system surveillance requirements. If internal management budgets
and forecast data are not made available during the surveillance audit, the auditor should
qualify the audit. When applicable, the CAC should establish uniformity in necessary re
port qualifications to ensure consistency within corporate structures when more than one
corporate segment is subject to EVMS requirements.
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11-204 Requested Audits of Individual CPR, C/SSR, and CFSR Reports
Periodically, contracting officers may request audits of individual cost reports submit
ted by EVM-covered contractors. Auditors should use the procedures set forth in 11
203.4d, modified as appropriate, to evaluate the individual report submissions. Reports on
individual CPR, C/SSR, or CFSR submissions should be prepared in accordance with 11
203.5.
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11-300 Section 3 --- Audit of Selected Cost Management Reports Submitted by
Contractors Without Earned Value Management (EVM) Reporting Requirements
11-301 Introduction
This section provides audit procedures and guidance for auditing contractor manage
ment control systems, and the related cost reports (Contract Performance Reports (CPRs),
and Contract Fund Status Reports (CFSRs)) at contractors who do not have contracts con
taining earned value management (EVM) reporting requirements. Audit guidance for con
tractors with EVM reporting requirements is contained in 11-200.
11-302 Background
a. The Office of the Secretary of Defense and the military departments have developed
a variety of management systems for use in the acquisition process. These systems provide
the Government with the ability to obtain timely and valid cost, funding, schedule, and
related management information for use in contract performance analysis and program
control. Under DoD Directive 5000.01 and DoD Instruction 5000.02, cost management
reporting using the CPR and CFSR is no longer mandatory, but rather at the discretion of
the contracting officials at contractors who do not have contracts containing EVM report
ing requirements. DCAA audit effort related to the CPR and CFSR at contractors who do
not have contracts containing EVM reporting requirements primarily involves the evalua
tion of contractor’s compliance with contractual requirements and financial records to
validate the accuracy and propriety of reported data in the CPRs and CFSRs.
b. The audit of a contract and the briefing of its provisions (see 3-300) will disclose
whether the contract incorporates CPR or CFSR reporting requirements.
(1) Contract Performance Report (CPR).
The objective of the CPR (DD Form 2734) is discussed in 11-203.1b(1).
(2) Contract Funds Status Report (CFSR).
The objective of the CFSR (DD Form 1586) is discussed in 11-203.1b(2).
11-303 Audit Requirements
Audits of individual CPR or CFSR reports will be requested by the contracting officer.
The contracting officer may also request an audit prior to the award of a contract under
which CPR or CFSR requirements are contemplated to determine if the contractor's man
agement system and procedures are adequate and reliable for CPR or CFSR purposes, and
will also consider the contractor's procedures for accumulating and reporting actual costs
(cumulative expenditures for CFSR) and for estimating contract completion costs.
11-304 Audit Objectives and Procedures
a. Where an audit of the contractor’s management system and procedures relative to
CPRs and CFSRs is required and based on a specific request from the contracting officer
evaluate the contractor’s policies and procedures for developing and reporting actual and
projected costs in the CPRs and CFSRs to ensure the system will produce accurate data
that complies with contractual reporting requirements. The objective of the audit is to
evaluate the contractor’s compliance with contractual requirements for submitting CPR or
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CFSR data. This includes evaluating the contractor’s policies and procedures for the ac
cumulation and reporting of CPR and/or CFSR data and to test the accuracy and reliability
of the financial data contained in the contract cost reports prepared from the contractor
system.
b. Use the procedures at 11-203.4d to perform audits of individual CPR or CFSR re
ports requested by the contracting officer. Also use the procedures at 11-203.4d to selective
ly test financial data contained in the CPRs and/or CFSRs submitted by the contractor, based
on the risk assessment described in 11-303a.
11-305 Reporting Results of Audit
a. An audit report will be prepared:
(1) on each audit of contractor management system and procedures requested by
the contracting officer, and
(2) in response to the request of the contracting officer for audits of individual
CPRs or CFSRs.
b. Audit reports will be prepared in accordance with 10-1200 and provide clear state
ments of the scope of the audit and any deficiencies noted, together with recommendations
for their correction. To ensure that all pertinent data have been considered, the audit find
ings and recommendations will be discussed with the requestor and the ACO prior to issu
ance of the report.
c. Audit reports will be addressed to the activity requesting the audit with a copy to the
ACO. A copy of the report will be provided to the affected program office(s), and the
FLA(s), where applicable.
d. When an audit of a CFSR submission discloses that a loss is anticipated for a fixedprice contract, the auditor will ascertain whether the contractor is entitled to progress
payments. If so, the auditor should make sure that the indicated rate of loss disclosed in
the CFSR audit is appropriately applied by the contractor for purposes of computing its
progress payment request.
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11-400 Section 4 --- Audits of Contractor Cost Data (CCD) Reports
11-401 Introduction
The Contractor Cost Data (CCD) reporting system, along with the software resources
data reporting (SRDR) system are collectively referred to as the cost and software data
reporting (CSDR) system. The CSDR is the DoD system for collecting actual costs and
software data and related business data. The resulting repository serves as the primary
contract cost and software data repository for most DoD resource analysis efforts. CSDR
data is collected and stored in a central repository, the Defense Automated Cost Infor
mation Management System (DACIMS), maintained by Defense Cost and Resource Cen
ter (DCARC). The DACIMS is accessed through the DCARC Knowledge Portal and is
available to authorized DoD users. DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5000.02 makes CCD reporting
and SRDR mandatory. DoD Components use the data collected in the CSDR system to:
(1) prepare acquisition and life cycle cost estimates for major system milestone
reviews which are presented to the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB) and the component
acquisition executive;
(2) develop independent Government contract cost estimates in support of cost and
price analyses;
(3) develop estimates to support analysis of alternatives, cost as an independent
variable, and long-range planning efforts. CCDRs focus on the collection of actual costs
that are subdivided into standard categories for cost estimating purposes. SRDRs supple
ment these costs with software metrics that provide a better understanding and improved
estimating of software-incentive programs; and
(4) provide a means to facilitate estimating and analysis of indirect contract costs
on programs.
When the contract meets the requirements for CCD reporting per DoDI 5000.02, the
following DFARS clauses are applicable:
 DFARS 252.234–7003, Notice of Cost and Software Data Reporting System, will
be included in the Request for Proposal. This clause requires the contractor to have
a process for accurate CCD reports.
 DFARS 252.234-7004, Cost and Software Data Reporting System, will be in the
contract. For compliance with DFARS 252.234-7004 the contractor shall have
management procedures that provide for generation of timely and reliable infor
mation for the CCD reports.
Detailed guidance related to CCD reporting and SRDRs is contained in DoDM 5000.04-M
1, the Cost and Software Data Reporting (CSDR) Manual. DCAA is responsible for audits of
the CCD reports and compliance with DFARS 252.234-7004, Cost and Software Data Re
porting System.
11-402 Acquisition Program Categories (ACAT)
DoDI 5000.02 specifies CCD reporting requirements based on a contract’s designated
ACAT.
a. ACAT I applies to:
(1) all major defense acquisition programs (MDAP) that are estimated by the Under
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics) to require an eventual total
research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) expenditure of more than $365 mil-
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lion, or an eventual total procurement expenditure of more than $2.190 billion in constant
fiscal year 2000 dollars and
(2) other programs designated as ACAT I due to special interest.
b. ACAT IA applies to:
(1) all major automated information systems (MAIS) that are estimated by the DoD
Component Head to require program costs (all appropriations) in any single year in excess
of $32 million, total program acquisition costs in excess of $126 million, or total life-cycle
costs in excess of $378 million in constant fiscal year 2000 dollars, and
(2) other programs designated as ACAT IA due to special interest.
c. ACAT II applies to:
(1) all major systems not meeting the criteria for ACAT I, but estimated by the
DoD Component Head to require an eventual total expenditure for RDT&E of more than
$140 million, or an eventual total procurement expenditure of more than $660 million in
constant fiscal year 2000 dollars; and
(2) other programs designated as ACAT II due to special interest.
d. ACAT III applies to programs not meeting the criteria for ACAT I, IA, or II.
11-403 ACAT I/IA Reporting Requirements
Unless waived by the Office of the Director of Cost Assessment and Program Evalua
tion (CAPE), CCD reports are required for all major contracts and subcontracts, regardless
of contract type, for ACAT I and IA programs and pre-MDAP and pre-MAIS programs
subsequent to Milestone A approval, valued at more than $50 million in then-year dollars.
CCD reporting is not required for contracts priced below $20 million in then-year dollars.
The CCD reporting requirement on high-risk or high-technical-interest contracts priced
between $20 and $50 million in then-year dollars is left to the discretion of the DoD pro
gram manager with the approval of the CAPE. CCD reporting is not required for pro
curement of commercial systems, or for non-commercial systems bought under competi
tively awarded, firm fixed-price contracts, as long as competitive conditions continue to
exist, and provided the DoD program manager requests and obtains approval for a report
ing waiver from the CAPE.
11-404 ACAT II and III Reporting Requirements
For ACATs II and III programs, CCD reporting, requirements are left to the discretion
of the DoD components.
11-405 CCDR Implementing Procedures
To implement CCD reporting, the procuring activity must prepare a program Cost and
Software Data Reporting (CSDR) Plan showing the proposed collection of cost data by work
breakdown structure for each program being reported, the required CCD report forms, and
the frequency with which reports are required. The approved CCD reporting requirements
are included in the Request for Proposal (RFP). In response to the RFP, the contractors sub
mit a draft contract CSDR plan for negotiation with the DoD program office. The final plan
is submitted to the DCARC for coordination of the approval by the CAPE prior to contract
award. The approved CSDR plan is included in the contract and the required CCD report
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forms are incorporated in the contract by inclusion in the Contract Data Requirements List
(CDRL).
11-406 CSDR/CCDR Forms
a. All CSDR plans (i.e., programs and contracts) use DD Form 2794. This is a gov
ernment document which summarizes all CSDR requirements for the entire program by
the three acquisition phases (i.e. System Development & Demonstration (SDD), LowRate Initial Production (LRIP), and Full-Rate Production (FRP)). The Program Manager
has primary responsibility for submission of the plan to the DCARC at least 60 days
prior to RFP release or 180 days before the overarching integrated product team con
ducts it program review, whichever is earlier.
b. There are four DD forms for CCD reporting (1921, 1921-1, 1921-2 and 1921-3).
Contracts with RFPs released after October 2011 must use May 2011 Forms and Data
Item Descriptions (DID). Prior to October 2011, review the contract for the appropriate
version of the CCDR forms. The contractor may elect to use the latest forms but is not
required to. A third form, the Plant-Wide Data Report (DD 1921-3) was deleted as a
CCDR requirement as of December 31, 1999. The DD 1921-3 was replaced with forward
pricing rate data now submitted to the DCARC by DCMA.
(1) The Cost Data Summary Report (DD Form 1921) and the Contract Work
Breakdown Structure (CWBS) Index and Dictionary (DI-MGMT-81334) are required
on all ACAT I contracts and subcontracts that meet the reporting thresholds. They cap
ture all CWBS elements at the levels specified in the CAPE approved CSDR plan. They
provide summary level cost data, cumulative to date and estimated at completion, with a
breakout of recurring and nonrecurring costs. This report is submitted as a program esti
mate in response to the RFP, and as the contract specifies.
(2) The Functional Cost-Hour Report (DD Form 1921-1) contains a functional
breakout (e.g. engineering and manufacturing) and a cost element breakout (e.g. direct
labor and material) within functional categories. A breakout is required for recurring and
nonrecurring costs. This report is submitted as a program estimate in response to the RFP,
and as the contract specifies.
(3) The Progress Curve Report (DD Form 1921-2) captures recurring costs on lot
or unit data for Cost Working-Group Integrated Product Team selected contract work
breakdown structure elements on programs of high risk, high technical interest, high
value, or high quantity. Any element requiring this form will also require DD Form
1921-1.
(4) The Contractor Business Data Report (DD Form 1921-3) is used by contractors
to submit: (1) direct and indirect actual cost data on Government contracts and (2) pro
posed direct and indirect cost data in response to Government solicitations. The contractor
prepares the report on the basis of its estimating and accounting systems, although some
data may have to be reclassified to ensure a common data base for estimating costs within
DoD. The report is required for inclusion on any contract that meets the criteria specified
in DoD Instruction 5000.02 or under other conditions specified for a particular contractual
effort. The report should include:
(a) Detailed information on major DoD programs, including equivalent units,
buyer, and direct cost, hours and manpower data by function; for example engineering and
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manufacturing. It also contains direct cost, hours and manpower data by function for other
DoD, other Government, and commercial effort.
(b) Indirect cost data by function.
(c) Actual costs for the current year and prior year and estimated costs for three
or more future years.
11-407 Objectives of the Audit
The auditor is required to evaluate the contractor’s compliance with DFARS 252.234
7004, Cost and Software Data System, and verify the accuracy of the data reported in con
tractor’s CCD reports (DD Forms 1921, 1921-1, 1921-2, and 1921-3) to the contract and
to the contractor’s books and records and to evaluate the reasonableness of the contrac
tor’s estimates at completion (EAC).
11-408 Audit Procedures
a. Methods for auditing data in support of a price proposal should not be changed be
cause of CCD reporting formats; however, the auditor should point out problems caused
by business system deficiencies and how it affects the CCD reports to the contracting of
ficer and DCARC. Forms submitted at the time of contract award become the baseline for
DoD data bank purposes and measuring contract performance. Failure to identify and cor
rect major deficiencies would negate the purpose of the CCD reporting by making com
parison of data meaningless.
b. Contractors are required to submit initial electronic CCD reports on an exception
basis as determined by ODS DDCA (Deputy Director, Cost Assessment). Typically, initial
reports will only be required when the contractor has not previously demonstrated the
capability to produce the required reports. The initial CCD report forms (DD Forms 1921,
1921-1, 1921-2 and 1921-3) are required to be marked “initial” and must contain EACs
for each reporting element to the extent the data is available within the contractor’s earned
value management system (EVMS).
c. The DCARC performs a validation for acceptance or rejection based on the reports’
compliance with the OSD CAPE-approved contract CSDR plan. If the DCARC finds the
CCD reports to be acceptable, the program manager, contractor and other interested par
ties (including the cognizant DCAA FAO) are notified by a formal acceptance memoran
dum. If the DCARC finds the CCD reports to be unacceptable, the interested parties are
notified by a formal rejection memorandum.
d. The DCARC may request an audit of the first CCD report submission that includes
actual costs under a contract. The DCARC will request other audits of individual CCD
report submissions as necessary. The DCARC would like to be invited to the CCD report
audit entrance conference and walk-through; however, the auditor should not delay the
entrance conference based on the availability of the DCARC representative.
e. For contracts requested by DCARC for review, auditors should obtain an under
standing of the CCD reporting requirements by reviewing the CSDR plan and the Contract
Data Requirements List (CDRL) items incorporated in the contract.
f. Auditors should consider the results of other evaluations, such as business systems or
earned value management surveillance audits, in planning the audit. This will provide
effective audit coverage to accomplish the objectives of the CCD reporting audit.
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g. The auditor should verify the contractor’s reported incurred to date costs, hours, and
unit or lot cost to the contractor’s accounting system and other supporting documentation,
where applicable. Request technical assistance, as necessary, to verify the contractor’s
classification of cost as recurring or nonrecurring, classification of costs by functional
area, and estimates of unit or lot cost, where applicable.
h. Evaluate the contractor’s reported estimate at completion. The evaluation should
assure that it is the "best estimate" without regard to established ceilings or contract price,
and that the contractor has properly considered currently authorized work plus any addi
tional directed work for which execution or negotiation of amendments is pending. This
also includes work not formally included in the contract price. Request technical assis
tance, as necessary, to evaluate the reported estimate at completion.
i. The auditor should ensure the contractor’s CCD reports are prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the CSDR Manual and the appropriate DIDs.
j. The prime contractor is required to:
(1) flow-down CSDR requirements to all subcontractors at all tiers that meet report
ing thresholds;
(2) direct subcontractors and lower-tier subcontractors to submit their CCD reports
directly to the DCARC;
(3) report on work performed by all subcontractors at price (including profit or fee);
and
(4) identify each direct-reporting subcontractor by name, city, state, and subcontract
price.
Where flow-down requirements are applicable, the prime auditor should coordinate assist
audits with the cognizant FAO as needed.
k. Compare CCD reporting data with similar contractor information in other financial
management reports, such as Contract Funds Status Reports and Contract Performance
Reports, if applicable, for agreement or reconcilability.
l. The CCD report audit will include evaluating contractor compliance with report due
dates as established in the CDRL. Discuss deficiencies in meeting due dates with the con
tracting officer so that corrective action can be taken.
11-409 Reporting Results of Audit
a. An audit report will be prepared using the format contained in 10-1200. The report
will state whether the CCD reports evaluated are accurate and supported by the contrac
tor’s books and records.
b. To ensure that all pertinent data have been considered, the auditor will discuss
audit findings with the contractor and contracting officer before the report is issued.
Note that significant errors in detailed report data (e.g., specific WBS element or func
tional category) should be reported even if total reported cost is accurate, as the detailed
CCD reporting data is used to develop the cost estimates discussed in 11-401.
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c. All audit reports will be issued to the DCARC, with a copy to the administrative
contracting officer, the affected program office(s) and the FLA(s), where applicable.
The DCARC’s address follows:
Defense Cost and Resource Center
201 12th Street
Suite 220
Arlington, VA 22202
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